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1-. 

SECTION :t. 

Definitions of a,."1. .· lmvelope or a Family of Curves 

Involving a Single Parameter 
A• Let us consider e. family of. curves 

F (x y a } i:: o,. 
a being ·the variable para.meter, that is, a being allowed 
to take· on various values. 1f' the aur'\res of the family 

a.re drawn which correspond to a s7sten1 of infinitesimally 
olose values or the pa.rarnete:ri, arranged in Ol"der, of rna.g-
ni tude, the locus or the intersecti.on of consecutive curves 
of the :family 

F ( ~ y a ) :::·, 0 

is defined as the envelope of the family of curves. 
Having defined an.envelope of the family or curves, 

F ( x, y,·a) = O· 

let us find the equation of that envelope. provided one 
exists. Assuming, tor the time, that· e.n envelope does exist, 
let a and a + ~s a be two values or _the parameter, Vlhere 

e. is e.n 1..~f.inites:tnio.lly small. quantity. The equation 

of two such curves we ·know ,to be 

F ( x, y, a } = 0 (l) 
and 

F ( x, y; ,a + S a) = O . (2) 



2. 

Since the limiting position of the points ot 
intersection of two o urvas of the family whose parameters 

.. dif.te?' by an j.nfinitesimally St'q,all quantity~ as 6 a · ~ o, 
is, b:f definition, points of tha envelope,, we have that 
the equation 

· F ( ;x., It a + S .. a ) - F ( x, ;z:, a ) = 0 ( 3) 
a 

represents a curve wh:t'ch passes through e.11 the inter-

sections of the tvm curves ( 1) and (2) • 

Since a is oonste.r1t for any one of the curves 
of the family, we 1'.ve by the definition of a pa.rtinl der• 
ivative that 

lim = 6 a...,.o 

I 
F a = 0 (4) 

Eenoe 

F' ( x,y a. ) = 0 
) 

and I 
F a. :::: 0 

intersect in those points of the envelope which lie upon 

ft' ( x,y,a ) = o. 
Therefore, to obtain the equation of the envelope, we have 
only to eliminate a from equat;tons (l} and (4). 



B. Given the family o.r curves 

F ( x• y, a ) = 0 (1) 
whei'*e as is the variable parame·te11 • If' each or the aui1vea 

of the .family, as a takes on all possible· values, is tangent 
to a curve E, we say that E ;is the envelope of the family 
of.. curves ( l) 

Let us n9w find the equation or this envelope, 
provided one exists; From the definitio~ given above the 
curves of the family (1) are tangent to. the envelope; and · 

the point of tangenoy moves along the envelope as a varies. 

The equation of the envelope may, the1"efore, be written. 

x = cp (a.) , y = 'f (a), wi·th 

F ( ¢, \JJ, a ) ;: 0 (2) 

where the first two equations' show thut the points on the 

envelope a.re functions of the pa.ra.111eter a, and the le.st one 

shows that ea.ch point of the envelope lies on some curve or 
the .family 

F Cx,y,_a. ) = o. 
Dif£erentj.at1ng (2) with respeot to a, we have 

F~ ¢' {a) + F ~y l//(s.} + F~ a = 0 (3) 

Fr;om our definition cf an envelope, we lmow 

that the tangents· to the curves E a11d F (~,-y,a ) :::: O co•. 

incide :for all val.U.es Of a. ·Let ct. and 81 b& two quan~ities 



proportional to the dil7 eet1on oosi11es o;r the tangent to 

the curve 

F ( X;Y;~ ) = 0 

and let d x and d~ be tlie derivatives of the .functions ·era- . a:~ 

ti'\ ) 'll x ::: r (a) and y ·= VJ (a respeatively. he. necessary con ... 

dition for tangency ie 

dx ~ -d.a. - da - - -ax by 

But since a, for any one cur'tre or tl'..e fnm:11y has a constant 

'tra.1.ue, we mve ( I 
Ii' x Sx + F y · c5y = 0 

\vrdoh date1~m1nes the tangent to tha cm .. ve 

F (x,y,a.) ::: 0 

By c9mbi11ing (3) and (4) vre have 
I 

. Fa ( :x.,y,e. ) ;::: 0 (5) 

If we eliminate a in equations (1) · e.nd ( 5) we have the 

equation or the envelope. 

Ct Let tts consider the envelope to a 

family of ourves whose equation· is or the forrn 

A a~ +.2 Ba+ O = O 

where A,· Band O.are any functions or :x: and y, nnd a is the 

variable parameter. 



5. 
. . . . F('SY,a) :: Ae. + 2 Be. +. C = 0 

F(:x;yp.) := 2Aa + 2B ;.: 0 

Eliminating s. in equn1~ions (1) and (2) we see that the 

envelope t;o the :ramily Of' curves (1) is given by the equation 

Ba = AO 

D • The dis crimino.nt of 
P(x,y_,a) =.Ao~+ A, a-ru-' __ ..__:. __ .... Arv= 0

1 
(l) 

where lt i. ( i = 0 -----,;.;.n) is any .f.unct:ton of x und y, unrl a 

1a thE:) ·va.J:Uiable p1:1.1 .. ameter ,t is that :1.11teg·c·al runotion or the 

coef'f ieienta or 
F(x1y1 a) = 0 1 (2) 

tha:b is 1 e. fttnction of x and y, whose 'fan:J.sh:tng is a neoes.sacy 

and sufficient condition that F(a) ~ O has multiple (equal) 

:rootsj 

When this discriminant i~ expressed in its 

simplest l'D.tionc.l integral form, it is called the a- dis-

criminant of {2>, and may b~ denoted by 

L\ 0. CU') = 0 

We lrn.ow from oiw wo~k in ~beory of Equhtions~ 

that the discriminant or ·11) is found by eliminating a 

between· 

e.nd 1· 
Fa.::O ·. (3) 



Hence, sinoa from previous definitions or the ·en-
' velope, we know that its equation is obtained by eliminating 

·D: i11 {2) and (3) 1 the equation of the clisoriinina.nt is the 

equation or the envelope or .oontains curves which m'e tla 

envelope of the family of curves. 

E-. G:b;en the ratnily of om,ves 

:F'(x-.7,a.} ;:: o, (1) 

and su.ppose that as a varies; we can find a ourve to which 

each of: the curves of the family ( l} is tangent~ ·that is, 

that there is e.n envelope :ror this family of curves. 

Now let us oonsider equat~.on (1) as that or a. 

al..trfe..ce.. Ir we seat ion this surface by a sex-ies of plnr1es 

parallel to the x,y plane, that is1 'if.we let a. assume 

various ve.lues ~ and proj act the vai•:.tou.s curves formed by 

the inte~seations of the surface 
'F(x,y,e.) ;:: 0 

and the·ple.nes 

e. = le, 

whe1 .. e k tclces on al.l possible values, onto the x,y pla11e, 

these projections will be the fa:mil-y or given oui~ves (1) 

in the x, y plane, tho two cui'ives with the· snme vnlue or a 

being ooincident. 
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If now, we project into space.the.envelope of 

the ·gtven f'e.m.ily or ourves in the x,y plane by erecting per-

penclioulm?S at a~l points of the envelope, this projection 

will be a. curve in space ':lfhich lies on the surface 

li2 (x,y,eJ :: 0 

If through t~is. curve we pass another s~i~a.ce, 

¢Cx,y,a) = O, (2) 

distinct fro~ F ( x,y,a) = o, and let it be required to· 

find the t1;ll1ge11t line to this curve in space, at the point 

P(x. 0 , y 0 , a.o } 

The tangent line p 

through P (.x o , y 0 , z 0 ) io l~he 

in-tersecticm o.f tha tangent 

planes 7T and. 7T 1 to the two 

sur·i'aces F( :x.,y ,a) = O and 

¢ (x1 y,a ) = O respectively, 

for p is tangent· to both s1ir-

f acea, and hence must lie in 

both tangent planes. 

The eque.tiom of 

the tangent planes P and 7r 

e. t P' ( x o , y 0 , a " ) e.r e 

I 

o Fsa (x•xo) + ~ (y ... yo) + oFo (a-a. 0 ) =O {3) 
() lite c:ryo oao 



s.na~ · 

l~sspaotively. R,eduoing these equat1011s 

determinant form we bl ve· 

X ·"""· X.o ;: z ... it 

C) </Jo 
'O a.o 

(3) and 

-·-

8. 

( e.-a o ) 

(4) 
{4) to 

a ... e. 

~ .a~ :Q@q_ ...'.Q.Fq... I'() <:be. 

the 

(5) 

-or;, 
0 'Jo . , oyo a a., tQ ao 'Z> Xo oXo 

.:£¢..£ . .:0.Fo a~- ' 'O t==~ ... 'CJ</Jo 8Fo 
'Oao 0 ao o..Xo 'OXo o Y" 7J yo 

x .... "'"' .. a.c - Y .. 'Yo -
~Q.. ~- ..:a_g5~ _a..s_ 
a yo .d 1o oao C> ao 

0¢0 d~· ~<Rd .. ,'0£9 -a·ao oa-o 'C) Xo o Xo 

is the projection d£ i;he tangent line to F(x;y,a.) = O 

and ~ ( :c;y,a) ~ O at the point .P (x 0 , y 
0 

, a 
0 

} onto 
the x,y plane. 

Let it be required to f ;tnfl the tangent to the 

F C.x v- a ) = O ~., ~ 0 (7) 

(6) 



9. 
at the point ( ':ro1"'S o ) . 'r is equation is 

()f; (x .. x ) + ~;: 
y - I o ) = o, 0 

'?J Xo 

()Fe (x .... x d) = '()'Fa ( y - y 0 ) = 0, 
0 ~o ?J J 0 

or 
x - x C) ::J. Jl - ls - (a) 

1lle p1•ojectio11 o a. tan ent to a. c11rv C n p c 

&t the poi1 .. t l ( Xo, Yo, s.UI' ) is tangent t , I ( .. oJ Cl ), 

• I 
t~e p1~ojection of P (~ 0 , y

0
, a. 0 ), to the ourv,, C I 

the .rejection of C onto the x, y plane. 

Let a be a. 

pol;_ t on t.he curve C, w cs e 

projection on the x,y 

plane is 
, 

G ' a 
I 

oint 011 the curve c 

As t .e chord 

po of C becomes the tan-

gent ut P to C by mov-

inl?; Q up to 

chox•d :1:-1' a' of c 'tecomes 
I I the tan ent at P to C 

I I by mov1·1g r., up to P • 

Hence He have that 



X w :::to 1 - Yo 

3¢0 'O }=;; ,'d~o. 'O Fo 
a J" ?J Jo 'Oao oao 
ro¢ o~. CC?¢o a Fo 
'Oa.o, 'O llo 'O Xo £J Xo 

and 
X - Xe 

represent. the name line in the x; y plane, . tb.D:h is 

t '0¢9 
7J 'jc 

-WP-!!-
'Oao 

aF 
........ Alli*"'o • • 

ro 1~ 

_'Q_E;_ 
'O ao 

-

10. 

(9) 



ll. 

~q,o -a ro C)~ .:i:JSlo 0 Fo - -o~c oa-o o 'jo o Do oto 
~ ar: e>Fa 'lio ~Fa -a ad o X-o () a.o oXo o Xo 

CJ¢o of: --
vro 'C> Xo 0 )(" 

'Dao =o 
7) </:J Cl f o -----oy d 'Jo 

(10) 

If the dete~n1ine.nt ( 10) does not vr~nlsh, tv e 1~ow that 

'A tr=: :: 0 !:,l .,.2 •• 



We shall ;now prove. tl1t.1t the deter:nim.J.nt 

a ¢20 . 'at-: -'O Xo 'O Xo 
; A <11) 

0 ,rB_o .• , _g .. ta. 
010 Q Jo 

cannot be ze1~0. 

In order that the 'cu.:rve (7) may- Jiava a. tangent 

a1; (x 0 , y 0 ) it is suf.fioient that a.nd r2rxo 

be zero. 

shonld be continuo11s in the neighborhood of 

) and the.t not both 'a~ ,,,. and o Xa 

If _.;g z-- "' 0 &.rK1 ~-~....-t:1_0 __ 

'ltmuld be liO t.a..ugant; .fo!1 E3quat:ton (SJ would vanish. 

¢ (x,y,a o ) = O (12) 
may have a tange11t at (1i: 0 , J 0 ) it is sufficient that 

~~: 
hood of t -r ""'. '""'o I i-'o 

and 'd ¢,, · be continuous :ln tho neighbor.-, o Yo~-.. ~ 

) and tho.t notboth 'O ¢0 antl 
'O .Xo 

~.-©.~ · ""' be zero. 
0 J 0 He11ce the tletormin.ant A cam1ot reduce to zero · 



'by havit1g all the elemei-rts 9f e1tho~ column be zero. 
T11e two f'oregoinn· theorems do 11ot take care '-' 

::: 0 end __ 'O_f:_..0...__ =I=- 0 
0 'f 0 

;;:. 0 and~_0 _:/:- O. 
Jo 

Should this 
'OXo 

be the oe.se we would have 

0 

;.:: 0 

It is easily 00en that this condition cannot 
o:;d[:: t, ro1:, i.f . 'O Fo s,t1d ~. ¢· nro both zero, 

'OXo oJ<.<' 
equation (g)., the eiuetion. upon which this entire dis-
cussion :ts based, vmuld vanish .. J..iikewise, 

e.nd cannot both be ze1~0 • 
. () jo 

Hence the determinant /1 cannot reduce to zero b:( :having 
e.ll the elemt:mts of either ':!or; lJO 'zero. 

These twc; s pec:tal ens os u1.,e, in fa.ct, to.ken 
care of by the following general d~.scussion. 
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To prove t~t 1f /J. = 0, even though the ele-

ments of any row or column are not all zero, that is, to 

prove that if the determinant vanishes at the point 

(.x 0 , y
0 

) ; the two functions (7) and (12) are not. in-

dependent functions. 
Let 

(13) 

and 
(14) 

where u ancl v are supposed not to :reduoe to constants, 

and hence we may assume that at least one of the partial 

derivatives, ~¥ , i·~ ,, -%f-' . l'f ,, does not reduce 

to zero. Let or be th9 derivative Which does not 
'o'J . ~~ 

vanish at the point ( x 6 , y 0 ) • • hen equation (13) 

ma.:v be solved for y 1 hence we have 

·7 = t {i,u, Bo ) 

Substituting in (14);; vie have 

v ~ g [x, f ( x, up o ) · aJ 
v;::: g (x,u,a o ) (15) 

Differentiating and remembel:'ing that .:x. and 

1 are independent ve.riabl.es, we have· 
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(16) 

But \"Te have assumed that 

:::::0 

Since 
.aL _e;F ll -~ ox 'DX: 0 )( '() )C - :=0 -
3¢ .... Q.~ --a .J l)u.. 

~ -• ?;' 1 '() y oJ 
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F (~:t y, S.o } ;;: 0 

e.nd <jJ ( x, y, a 0 ) = O 

are independent tunci;ions-. 

Hence, 

F'1 (xty~ a ) = O (17) 
Bj" eliminating a from equations (1) and (17) . ; 

if suoh elimination be possible, Vie obtain the equation 

tpCx,y ) = o 
which is tha equation of the envelope to tl1e family of 

ciwves 

F (x1y,a ) = 0 

should such an envelope e1ds·t. 

F. Let us consider a family of curves 

clepending on one parameter, th.e.t is 1 one r·epreoented by 

the equation 

(1) 
whose partial de:ttive.tives, at leuat of the first two or-

ders 1 a.re oontinuofts. We may assume ftwther tr...nt if there 

are any singular. points, that is,. points which sat1sf'y 

the equations 

F (x,y,a) = F~ (:x,y,a.) =: FY (x,y,a) = O, (2) 

they are isolated points. 



17. 
Let M(x,y) be an.ordinary point on the curve 

F(x., y,a.), so that at lea.st one ot the partial de11 +vatives, 
- I . - I . ·1 t J!' x or ~· y, s no · zero. Assttming that there a.re a 

finite number of singular po:b1·bs in nny l"egion we wish to 

consider, ,a region of valttes or X1Y1 and a, including the 

point M(x,-y):,.ean be determined which.contains no singular 
points of any <rlw·ve of th.e ,family of curves ( 1) • 

The . equo.t ion 

(3) 

of the curve of the famimy vnrl.ch differs from F(x~y,a)=O 
by en in.fin:ttesirao,lly small quantity 1 may be written in 

the f o~m 
F {x,y1 a} .+ F(.x1y'1a +$a ) • :b" (x,y,a) =0 (4) 

But, 'F(x1:r1a +&"a ) .... F (x,-;r a), by the Lavi of the Mean, 

is equal to 

~a [.F 1e. (x1y,a} + e- 5 a] . 
Substituting in eque.tion (3) 1 we ho.va as the equation o.f 

the curve F(x, w ,a +S" a ) = o, 
F ( x y a ) + S a F /a '( x, y a) + e ( 8. a) a 

(5) 

Let us asstU'aa v1ithout proof tl.l.B.t the shortest 

distanc·e er or M rrom tl~e. ·curve (4) satisfies the relation 
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= A ( F ( :;i;y,a} + b a. pQ ( x;r.a) + e ( 8 a)*'} 

fl+ t-1 (6) 

where A=/= o, (x,y) are th.a eoo:r·dinntes ot M, nnd f ~ o 

when a- ~o 
Since bl (x,y) is an ordinary point, we have 

that a-'""* o when da ..._,,. o, so that f-71> owhen 80...~o. But 

AF(x.,y,a) '= 0 1 hence equation (5), which may be written 

in the to1"m 
er= I!l F ( x, y I a) + AF€l ( x I y, a) d a + A 9-( c} a). J 

. ~+ E-] 
reduces to 

u;:: j]i.:F ~ ( x, y 1 a ) cf a ;. A e { 6' e.) a] [1 + E:] 
. Therefore as Sa ~ o 

I 

er;: P .. F ~{x,y,.a.) cS' a + Ae- ( $ a.p~] [ l+o] • 
This distance will be of the second, or higher order 

of sma~lness, if and only if 
F~ (~,y,a) - O. 

An ordinary point on the curve (1), ~hose 

distance from the curve (3) is .. or second order of small-

ness at least, is called a cha~a.cterietic point of the 
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curve (l). These points are ordinary points at which 

F' a (x1 y,a. ) = o. It may happen that the cm--ve (l) is 

entirely composed of eha.ract~l.'*istio points, but· :1.n gen .. 

era.1 these chal'aoteristic points a1"'e isolated. 

Definition: 

'Ehe enitelope of a family of curves ( l) 

is the J..oous or its isolated oharaoteristic points. 
If there is an envelope, its points 

satisfy th@ equations 
F ( 1:, y 1 a ) :: 0 

(7) 
and 

I ) Fa {x1y,a. = o, 
and the equation of the envelope is obtained by eliminating 

a betv1een these two equations• 
In all t·he de.finit1ona of an envelope given 

in this pe.per1 we have assumed that e.n envelope exists, 

and· tha. t i ta · aqua t1011 is obtai11ed by eliminating the 

parameter a .betwee11 the equations (7). 
tn •he complete result of such an elimination 

vre know tror4 definition (:0) of the envelope of a tam ily 

of curves involving a single parameter to be the a -
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dis crimina...11t of 

F(x,y,,a ) = O. 

We oe.m1ot·,, h9viever,, be ceV.tain that any om:,ve contained 1n 

the a- disc~iru.inant is the envelope or ·any part of' the en-

velope. l*·or instnnce ·it me.y be possible to satisfy the two 

.equations (7), by values of n independent of x ai1d y, and 

then the ourve ( 1), ·where a lri..as tnken on a pa1'°)ticular value, 

will be cornposed. enti~ely or oharo.cteristic points, Such 

a curve will be included in the a-disorimina.nt, but will 

not be a.part of the envelope. Age.in, suppose that the 

ramil-y (l} contains a locus of aingu.lar points, that is 

points. of \1) at whi.ch bo'f:;h F1x e.nd F 1y e.re zero. The oo-

ordinates of these singular points satisfy the eqm1t1onA 

F (~;y,a ) : 0 
I F x:: 0 
I 

F y ::: 0 1 

and also the equation obtained by diffe!'entiaidng F(x,-y~a) 

= 0 with respeot to a, that is. 
., 

F x dx era 
I I + F y ~Y, +Fa = O, aa 

where dx aa and ~~ are deternlined from 'the equation or 

the locus or singular points. ~ hus we see 
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P a {xiy,a ) = 0 

is. also sa.tia.fied by the 0001.,dinatea ( ;c,y ) of these 

singular. points'*' . Hence, any locus of singitla.1" points of 

the curves of. the family (1) will be pa~t of the a-

disorimine.nt 1 and must be distinguished from the envelope. 

These loci. of singular po1.nts ma:y be a nod.al locus, a cusp 

loous, or- a ta.a. locus. 
In general,. no such locus ex~.sts for, i!-1 gen-

eral,. singular po:tnta oc.a~ only £or isolated value or 

x and y £ov any given value o~ n, that is, they occur 

only for isolated members of the family, and hence may 

or may not lie on the a - discriminat, 

If wa are to find the equation or the ti"ue 

envelope to a family of curves . \i}, the equation round 

by eliminating a betv1een equations (7) must be tested for 

curves composed entirely of' characteristic points, also 

:ror loci of singular points, in case the singular points · 

lie on the a .. discriminant. When the equ.ations of such 

ctll"vea ba.ve been discarded, any remaining curves constitute 
...... 

the envelope of the family of curves • ...... 

The envelope of a family of curves may be 

one s~ngle continuous curve,, or it ma:y be composed of tv10 
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or m,ore curves; and it ,may he.ppen that; eithez- the whole 

O\l!)Ve or one or more of the component curveo muy coincide 
with a particular cur'\re or ourves or the syntem 

F ( x1 y 1 a ) = O. 



SECTION II 

Properties of Envelopes of Cui~ves In• 
vol ving a. Single !::>a.re.meter, 

23. 

1rhe envelope is tangent to ea.ch of the curves 

or the family. 

Every point; of the envelope is a point on some 

curve of the .fa111ily1 so that wf1...at we hnve to p~ove is that 

at such a po:tnt the two OUl'Ves lmuve the same slope. 

The slope or the family of ctuives 

F (x,y,a) :.:: O 

at the point (x,y) is given by the equntion, 

Sol~ing for ~~1 we have 

& = -
t1X 

Si~ce the equation of the envelope is found 

by eliminating a from the equations F {x,y,.a) = 0 and 
I ) . / 

F a (XiY;a · = 0 we ma:y solve F a for a and substitute 

·this value in equation (1). Hence we ta ve that the 

equation of.the envelope may be given in the form 



F (x,:r,a ) .= o, 
where a is no longe1'\ a constant but a. function of' :t nnc1 

y., Diffarent:tating. 1vith. respect to x., s:tnce · e. is a :!'unction 

of x and y 1 we he.ve 

(2) 

But from the equation of the envelope we know that 
I 

Fa {x,-y1a ) = o 17 = O' . :Ta 

Solving fo~ p.z in (2); we find that the slope or the 
d.x 

envelope is 

Thus.we have proved that the slope of the curve 

(1) o.nd the elope of the envelope to the family of ourves 

(1) a~e identical, 



'SEGTIODT III 

Defin~ .. tiol!s of an .Envelope of a Fam:J.l~r of Ct.u.'1ves 
Involving Two Parameters. 

25. 

Ha.vit1g conside1 .. ed only those curves invol'\rinc; a 

single pare.meter, let us now oonsidex~ the i'fl:m:lly or curves 

F (x,y,a, b) = o, 
1nvol ving tJ:i.a two parameters a and b" 

It• Given the family of curves 

F (x,y,e~b ) = O, (1) 

whe:~a a and b1 the two pa1,amete1's, m•e connected by somo 

given equ~1 ·tion as .. 
¢Co.,b);: O' 

it is possible, by solving the given equ~tion {2) to find 

one of the para.meters in terms or the ot;he1~. Substituting 

this value 111 the or-igi11al oquation, we b.a .. ve reduced our 

problem_ to thr:tt of finding the er.ivelope toe. family o.f 

curves involving only one pe.rameter. 

It is sometimes difficult, however,, to eliminate 

one pa.1""an1etera a$ described above. In suoh a case, it is 

better to differentiate the two given eqttat~ons (1) and (2), 

using one parameter as the independent ~nrinble and the other 

parameter as the dependent variable. If v:e take a as the 

independent. variable, we have the four equations, 



F (x,.y,a b} ~ o 
¢ ( a, 'b ) ~ 0 

. I 
Fa 

I + F b d.b :: O era 
+¢-b db = 0 era: 

(3) 

Fron1 these .four equations we me.:y eliminate the tlnlee 

terms at· ·b, and db 1 and the resulting equation aa 
ti' b:;J y) == 0 

:ts the equntion of the envelope to the family of curves (1). 

curves, 

and 

B• Gitren the equation of a family of 

x = t ( u, k ) 

y .t: g ( u, k ) , 

(1) 

(2) 

where u and lt are variable para.meters, to find the envelope 

of the family or curves (1) and (2). This may be done in 

two ways. 

l'trst 1 we me.y eliminate one of the pnrnmetera, 

say k; from equations (1) and (2), and thus reduce the ' 

problem to that ot finding the envelope of a· family of 

c~ves 

F( x,y,u) = o 
which can be done by .eiimin.ating u from equations 
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F (x,y,u ) = 0 

a.nd 
F

1
u (x,y~ti ) = o. 

As a second method, we may consider one of the 
parameters, say u, as the independent variable and k as 
the dependent variable. Differentiating <.1) and ( 2 }·, we 

obtain the equations 
of+ 'Of dk =O 
1)U n cru 

~&+~~~=0 

(3) 

. (4) 

If we eliminate dk from equations (3) and (4), we have a:u . 

But this equation may be written in the form 

(5) 
= 0 

By eliminating u and k in equations (1), (2) 
and (5), we obtain the equation or the envelope to the 

f'amily of curves, <1) and ts~, 
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SECTION IV. 

Definition of Envelopes of Surfaces. 

Let us consider a eurfaoe 5 or the family of 

surfaces 
. f(x,y-,z,a.") = O 

where a is the variable paramete~. Ir the surface s a~d 
I . . 

S of the ·family, which correspond to a system of in-

finites :tmall7 close values or the parameter, arranged in 

order of' magnitude, are drawn; the limiting position of 
. . . . I 

the curve of intersection as S approaches S as a limit, 

is knovm as the amra.cteristic curve O. From the dis-

cussiort of.envelopes of curves, we know that this curve 

is represented by the equations 

r ( x y z a ) ~ o (1) 
and 

f ~ ( x y z a ) = 0 (2) 

If there exists a surface E which is tangent 

to eaoh of the. surfaces S along this cha:ra.oteristi.o ou:rve 

c, Eis called the envelope of the family of surfaces (1). 

The curve O is the curve of tangency or the t\vo surfaces 

O and·E. 1t'urtherm6re, the curve c lies on the envelope 

E, that is, we me.y define the envelope as the surface 



generated.by Oas a·va:vies. 

Let ( x o yo t o l be the coordinate of a point 

P on tll3 curve C. If P ( x 0 y 0 z 0 ) is not a singular 

point of s, the equation of the plane tangent to s e.t 

P ( x o y o z o ) is 

;: 0 (3) 
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Sinoe the curve C on s lies on E also, we know 
that equation (1) must.be satisfied by the points of the 

envelope. 'I1his being true, we know from our wor~ in 

elementary calculus c:m total differentials, that 
'C)f- dx + '2> -f- dy + C> 5- dz + '2> ~ da :: O ( 4) 
~ ~ ·~. ~ 

; 

But, since the tangent plane to S at.P (x 0 ,Yo,Zo) is rep-

resented by equation (S) in order that E whose points must 

satisfy equation (4), should coincide with the tangent 

plane, that is for E to be tangent to the surface, its 
points must also satisf'y equa·bion (3). Hence from (3) 

and (4) we have that 
'(} f t: f I (a) :: 0 
'O a 

As in the oase of envelopes of curves, the 
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equation 

VJ (x y z ) :: o (6) 

of the envelope• is bbta.ined by eliminating a from equa-
'tions (1} and (5). Eq.uation (6) me.y-t however, represent 
the loci of singular points as well as the true envelope. 

In each case, ns was true of the envelope of a family of' 
curves, equation (5) must be examined .fo:v the true en-

velop~h 

81nce many of the surfaces to be studied involve 

two variable parameters, we L'1Ust consider the case where 

Bis a surface or the family of surfaces 

t ( x,y,z, a)b) = o, 
a and b being related by some equation sny 

~(a,b ) ::: 0 

(7) 

(8). 

!t is easily seen tlts.t in general, ther·e 

does' ·not exise any one surface which is tangent to ea.ch 

member of this family along a cb.aracterietic curve. We can, 

hov1ever 1 as in the oase of the family of curves, solve for 

b in terms of e. in equation ~7) 1 that is 
b c. ¢1 (a) (9) 

Ir we substitute this value in l7) we have reduced our 

problem to that of f 1nd1ng the envelope to a family or 
.surraoes involving one parameter, 
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f (x y z a.¢,(a)) ; 0 (10) 

Then equations (7) and (9) nnd the equation 

-at + o r ""'(a.) = o c11) oa on 'P• · 

represents the envelope of this one.- parameter family 

or, fo~ any fixed value of a, they represent the ehar-:-

acteristic ottrve on the cor~esponding surface s. Hence 

for some constant value of a, we have a chara.ote~istic curve 

on .the surfaoe 8 . along which the envelope is tangent to 

s. 
In ease it is difficult to solve for one variable 

para.meter in terms of the other, we may consider one 

para.meter, say a, as the independent variable and the 

othe1' as the dependent variable, a.nd differentia.tE. (7) 

and (S) with respect to a. We will then have the fom" 

equations 
f (x y,z a b) : 0 

¢ (a,b) .- 0 

f ' a + f ' b db = 0 
da 

, '·. 

¢'a+r/Jbdb ::;Q .. . aa 

(12) 

(13) 

From these equations we may eliminate the three terms 

e. b and db and hence obtain the equation of the I . I ra 
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envelope ~o the S't.1.rfaces ( 7) . 

Let us now consider the family of surfaces 
(14) . 

where a and b are independent variable parameters. If 

a,a.s well as b, is allowed to take en all possible values, 

the chnraoteristia curves do not, in general, form a 

surface. We shall now try to find.whether' there is a 

surface E which touches each of the sul."faces of the family 

(14) in one or more points; not along a curve. Ir suoh 

a aurta.ce exists, the coord.5..n8.tes (x y z ) or i;he point 

of ta11genoy, whiah is a point on E, as in the case or 

a .family. o~ surfaces 5~nvolving one parameter, must 

satisfy the equution 

f (x,y,s,a,b) = 0 

and their total differentials with respeot to the variable 

para.me·ters 1 a o.nd. b, must a.atisfy the equation 

'O r dx + () t dv + 0 f: dz + 0 f da + ~ f db = 0 ( 15) 
1rX ~., n a-a o;;-

Moreover, in order that E be tangent to s, it is nooense.ry 

that we should have 

C> f dx + Cl f dy + 'O f dz ::: 0 ox ~ ~ 
(16) 



He.nee from (15) and <1a) we ha .. v-e that 

"cl r da + d £ db = 0 
oa o? 

since a and b are independent variables, we know 

that the equations "2> t .:; O arid a r ::: O 
ba 'Ob 

(17) 

must be satisfied s1multa.11eously by the coorclinates 
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( x:yz} of the . point of tangenoy • Hence, ·we shall obtain 

the equation 

g (x,y,z) = o (18) 

of the envelope to. the family of surfaces (14) by elimin-

ating a and b between the equations (14) and (l?)~ 

· The surf ace ( 18) thus obtained vlill be tangent 

to S at the point P (~y~) unless the equations 

'Of ;:."Of :'Of =O n -:o-:; n 
are satisfied simultaneously by the values (x y z) and 

then this surface :ts the locus of singulm') points. 
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